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SLATE OR SHALE? IT MAKES A DIFFERENCE!

XRD PHASE IDENTIFICATION IN SLATE AND SHALE

The words “shale” and “slate” are often used interchangeably in non-scientific settings, but the two materials are not the same, even though they have similar outer appearances. Shale, a sedimentary rock, is a cheaper, softer material that is sometimes sold as higher-priced slate for landscaping (flagstones, retaining walls) and construction (chalkboards, roofing tiles, pool tables, etc.) uses. These shales have substantially reduced strength and are generally less durable compared to metamorphic slate.

Characterizing shale and slate materials is also of the utmost importance in the mining, petrochemical industries and large commercial construction projects. For example, in the drilling realm, clays in the formation will alter the viscosity of the fluid to be used. This could cause significant and costly mechanical problems. Also, from a waste disposal viewpoint, it is imperative to identify the slate and shale components after processing to meet stringent environmental and regulatory discharge laws.

Rigaku’s MiniFlex benchtop XRD system can be used to measure bulk pieces of slate or a ground powder form of shale to identify each material.